Year 5
Unit

Islam

NATIONAL CURRICULUM

What should I already know?
1. Understand that Muhammed is the messenger of Allah. Know that
Muhammed was the prophet and messenger of Allah.
2. To know some stories from Islam be able to retell the story of
Muhammed and the spider.

Our learning
The Five Pillars of Islam are duties, which many Muslims carry out as the
foundation of their Muslim life, and to live in a good and responsible
way.

3. Understand the impact of stories on the Islamic faith.
4. Understand the role of Muhammed on the lives of Muslims.

What will I know by the end of this unit?
1. To recognise and describe the 5 pillars of Islam.

2.

To Understand that Shahadah means that there is only one God

They play an important role in Islam, and carrying out the Five Pillars
shows that Muslims put their faith before anything else.

who is Allah.

3.
4.

Understand Salah – that Muslims must pray 5 times a day.
Recognise Zakat – the importance of giving part of your wage to
charity.

5.

Demonstrate an understanding of Sawm -that Muslims fast
during Ramadan.

6.

Understand that Muslims must make a pilgrimage to the Holy city
of Mecca at least once in their life and this is called the Hajj.

7.

To consider the impact of the 5 pillars on the Islamic way of life.

Mecca is an important place to the Muslims.
It is where Muhammad was born and the
direction that Muslims face when they pray
five times a day. Muslims are expected to
make a pilgrimage to Mecca once in their
lifetime.

Language
Allah
Five Pillars
Hafiz
Hajj
Halal
Irham
Kaaba
Mecca
Muhammed
Muslim
Prayer mat
Qur’an
Salah / salat
Sawn
Wudu
Zakah

SCHOOL KEY DRIVERS
Possibilities
Learning all about festivals and how the
Muslims celebrate
Visiting a place of worship
Meeting a Hindu and interviewing them

Diversity
Understanding different cultures and beliefs.

